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INFINITY 

 
Franck Muller conceives the time as a sophisticated woman and introduces the Infinity 
collection: a completely new line characterized by harmonious forms and sensual 
curves for an extremely graphic yet feminine feel. 
 
The Cintrée Curvex or oval dial unveils elegant oversized numerals that highlight an 
extremely curved case. The result is a luxurious, intimate as well as absolutely 
ergonomic time-piece that flatters the feminine wrist like a precious caress of 
diamonds. 
 
The dial reflects a surrealist picture and gains, definitely, the title of incontestable 
protagonist of the Infinity collection. The Roman or Arabic numerals are carefully hand 
painted on a surface paved with shining diamonds. This Time keeper reveals its 
luminous splendour thanks to black and white diamonds which cover the entire dial 
and case. This line is not only a “watch collection” it incarnates specially the Haute 
Joaillerie. 
 
It will find its place on the wrist of demanding and refined women. 
 
The case, made in five sizes for the Infinity Curvex and Infinity Ellipse, is available in 
18 karats white gold set full diamonds. Moreover, for those who can’t resist the latest 
trends, it is blackened through a PVD treatment becoming as dark as the night. The 
bracelet in soft alligator respects, once more, the game of colours that defines this 
exclusive collection. 
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Time becomes woman and the House of Franck Muller pays homage to all women by creating Infinity, a 
completely new line characterized by harmonious volumes and a highly innovative design. Showcasing 
a spectacular work of diamond setting in its full pavé version, the Infinity line is gorgeous and breath-
taking. Meticulously hand-crafted, the numerals can be chosen in black for elegant sobriety or in the 
Color Dreams for a most intense look. This fascinating and luxurious shape enable this unique watch to 
marry the wrist perfectly, like a precious diamond caress. 
 
Reference 5000 H SC C 6H D3 CD 

 
Case 18 karat white gold case 

Set with three rows of brilliant cut diamonds: 180 diamonds (5 karats) 
 
Functions Hours, minutes, seconds 

 
Movement Automatic 

  Set with a cabochon cut ruby 
 
Dial Full pavé set diamond dial: 233 diamonds (1.48 karats) 

Red Arabic numerals 
Red lacquered accent heart at 6 o’clock 

 

Strap  Hand-sewn alligator strap 


